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This invention relates to a metal receptacle to be em~ 
bedded with other similar receptacles in a molded shoe 
sole of rubber or the like. It is an object of the in: 
vention to provide a receptacle which can be easily and 
inexpensively made, and is adapted to be embedded in 
a rubber shoe sole when the sole is being molded. The 
receptacle is hereinafter described in detail, and is il 
lustrated on the drawing, of which 
FIGURE 1 is a bottom plan view of a molded rub 

ber sole in which are embedded a number of receptacles 
embodying the invention; 
FIGURE 2 is a fragment of FIGURE 1 shown on 

a larger scale; 
FIGURE 3 is a section on the line 3——3 of FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 4 is an end elevation of the receptacle shown 

in FIGURES 2 and 3; and 
FIGURE 5 isran exploded perspective view of the 

parts of said receptacle. 
The receptacle shown on the drawing consists of the 

two members It}, 12 shown in FIGURE 5 before they 
are assembled. The members are preferably made of 
steel with a wash plating of brass so that when the 
receptacle is embedded in a rubber shoe sole in the mold 
ing process, the rubber stick to its surfaces. 
The member 1% consists of a base plate '14, prefer 

ably circular, from which rises a coaxial stem 16. The 
stem 16 is hollow and interiorly threaded to receive the 
threaded stem of a cleat or spike (not shown) for which 
the receptacle is designed. To anchor the member 110 
in a rubber sole so that it will strongly resist turning, 
the rim of the plate 14 is indented at a number of points 
18 with resulting protuberances v157. The stem 16 is 
made with two exterior diameters, the portion 20 of 
smaller diameter being separated from the portion 22 
of larger diameter by a shoulder 24. 
The member 12 consists of a circular disk 30' some 

what larger in diameter than the base plate 14. The 
disk 30 has a central hole 32 just large enough to re 
ceive the portion 20 of the stem 16 with a snug ?t. 
‘Surrounding the central hole 32 is a circular series of 
indentations 34, 36 each of which is preferably rectan 
gular in shape and of graduated depth so as to raise 
the equivalent of ratchet teeth 38 on the opposite side 
of the disk. The indentations 34 are in one side of 
the disk and alternate with the indentations 36 which 
are in the other side of the disk. The arrangement of 
the teeth 38 on one face of the disk is similar to the 
arrangement of the teeth 38 on the other face. In either 
case the teeth face in a clockwise direction around the 
center of the disk so that when a receptacle is em 
bedded in a sole 40 as indicated in FIGURE 3, the base 
of a cleat (not shown) witha threaded stem, when 
screwed into the receptacle, will be indented by the teeth 
38 in such a manner as to ‘oppose reverse rotation of 
the cleat when counterclockwise torque is applied to the 
cleat. Such torque will initially be imposed on the re 
ceptacle, tending to rotate it in the rubber in which it 
is embedded. The teeth 30 on the under ‘face of the 
disk which are in direct contact with the rubber will 
oppose such rotative tendency ‘of the disk. 
To assemble a receptacle, the reduced portion 20 of 
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the stem :16 is pushed through the hole 32 of a disk 12 
until the disk is seated against the shoulder 24. The 
portion 20 of the stem 16 is longer than the thickness 
of the disk 12 so that it projects out beyond the disk. 
This projecting portion is spun outward and curled as 
at 42 to bear against the surface of the disk 12 around 
the hole 32. When the members ‘10* and 12 are being 
assembled, the disk can be put on the stem 16 either 
side up as the number and arrangement of the teeth 38 
on one side are the same as on the other. This facili 
tates ‘the operation of assembling the parts. 
The receptacles are designed to be put in a mold for 

a rubber sole with a biscuit of rubber to be vulcanized, 
the receptacles being arranged so that the base 14 and 
stem 16 will be embedded in the rubber and the disk 12 
will be partly embedded, the rubber ?lling the space be 
tween the base 14 and disk 12. When the sole has been 
vulcanized and removed from the mold, it is ready to be 
stitched or otherwise secured to an athletic shoe of any 
construction as, for example, a Goodyear welt or Little~ 
way lockstitch shoe, a thin steel plate (not shown) be 
ing preferably inserted between the outer sole and the 
insole to prevent individual cleats or spikes ‘from push 
ing against the sole of the wearer’s foot. 

I claim: 
;1. A receptacle for a cleat or spike, adapted to be 

embedded in a rubber athletic shoe sole, comprising: a 
circular plate, a coaxial stem extending from a face of 
said plate, said stem being hollow and interiorly threaded 
and having a terminal portion of reduced diameter, a 
disk having a central hole through which said reduced 
diameter is tightly ?tted, theend of said stem being de 
formed over on the adjacent surface of said disk, said 
hole being surrounded by a circular series of indenta 
tions alternately in opposite sides of the disk, each in 
dentation ‘forming a ratchet tooth on the other side, 
the teeth on each side facing in a clockwise direction 
about said hole whereby when said plate, stem ‘and one 
side of said disk are embedded in a shoe sole, the op 
posite side of said disk is adapted to engage a cleat. 

2. A receptacle as in claim 1 wherein the rim of said 
plate has indentations and protuberances. 

3. A receptacle as described in claim 1, said hollow 
stem being closed at one end thereof, the portion of re 
duced diameter being at the other end. 

4. In combination, a molded rubber athletic shoe sole 
and a receptacle for a cleat or spike, said receptacle com~ 
prising a circular plate embedded in said sole, a co 
axial stem extending from a face of said plate, said stem 
being hollow and interiorly threaded and having a ter 
minal portion of reduced diameter, a disk having a cen 
tral hole through which said reduced diameter is tightly 
?tted, the end of said stem being deformed over on the 
adjacent surface of said disk, said hole being surrounded 
by a circular series of indentations alternately in oppo 
site sides of the disk, each indentation forming a ratchet 
tooth on the other side, the teeth on each side facing 
in a clockwise direction about said hole, one side of 
said disk being embedded in said sole whereby the other 
side is adapted to engage a cleat. 
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